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www.actsafe.ca
info@actsafe.ca

Actsafe is dedicated to the promotion of health and safety in 
British Columbia’s motion picture and performing arts industries. 
Our role is to provide workers and employers with the necessary 
training, education, and resources to ensure everyone on their 
team goes home safely at the end of the day.

Actsafe is governed by the industries it represents. We operate 
through two standing committees that represent the motion 
picture and performing arts communities respectively.

The Actsafe Safety Association Mission:
Serving British Columbia’s motion picture and performing arts 
sectors by providing health and safety training, education and 
resources for employers and workers.

ABOUT US 
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2016 marked the second year of ActSafe’s 2015-2017 
Business Plan, and in this sense was an operationally-
focussed year. Highlights included the planned 
office move in May and the initiation of the Safety 
Training and Records (STAR) system, as well as the 
unprecedented number of workers taking Actsafe’s 
Motion Picture Safety Awareness workshop. Kudos 
to Geoff, Maureen and the entire staff of Actsafe 
for a very successful year in often challenging 
circumstances. 
 
2016 also marked Nancy Harwood’s first year on 
the Board, in her non-representative vice-chair role. 
Nancy has an extensive background in workplace 
health and safety issues and has proved – as 
expected! – to be a great asset to Actsafe. With 
the exception of Nancy’s arrival, 2016 was at a 
governance level a year of stability. Cheryl Nex, 
Laurie Edmundson, Miles Muir, Tracey Wood and 
Dusty Kelly all continue to sit on the Board, provide 
guidance and direction to the organization, and 
generally serve Actsafe and all its members. Not only 
that, but we are a pretty darn collegial group, and 
our meetings are always a treat to chair. Thanks to 
the Actsafe board for an excellent year.
 
Actsafe’s mission is to serve British Columbia’s motion 
picture and performing arts sectors by providing 
health and safety training , education and resources 
for employers and workers. While it doesn’t exactly 
roll poetically off the tongue, it does neatly capture 
what we are about and underscores our service 
commitment. That commitment is brought into 
sharp focus through the efforts of our members, 
both at the standing committee meetings, through 
representative directors at board meetings, and 
though numerous informal contacts in the course 
of a working day. Those efforts are ceaseless, and 
propel Actsafe’s work in all is aspects. You, our 
members, are Actsafe: thank you for your support 
and commitment, and providing the foundations for 
our success. 

Jeff Christian

Chair
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When I look back at 2016 the thing that stands out 
the most is the importance of the organization being 
prepared, having a long-term strategy and having 
a good understanding of the possible risks ahead 
with the flexibility to adjust the plan when those 
risks become a reality.   We had a lot planned for 
2016, most of it flowing from our three-year business 
plan as well as our mandate with WorkSafeBC.   I 
am happy to say that we were very successful in 
meeting the objectives of our plans.  The pages of 
this annual report are a testament to the great work 
accomplished this year!   However, it wasn’t without 
some interesting challenges.

We started off 2016 with one big challenge, we 
needed a new office location!  After we were 
unable to come to an agreement to renew our 
old space in Downtown Vancouver we had about 
three months to find and choose a new site, secure 
a lease, design and start building our office space!  
It was a whirlwind project and it was imperative 
that the move didn’t interfere with the delivery of 
our services to our members.  Luckily we had a plan 
that we put into immediate action and the results 
exceeded our expectation!  Not only did we make 
the move on schedule and on budget but the new 
location gave us 40% more space and located us 
in a much more accessible location for many of our 
stakeholders.  The new location also created a more 
collaborative space with a large reception area and 
2nd large committee room for delivery of member 
services. Furthermore, the interior design of the new 
space creates a healthy and safe environment for 
our staff with more natural light, ground floor access 
and a floorplan that creates a separation of our 
public and private spaces.  Visitors to the new space 
will also notice the use of a lot of glass walls, a symbol 
of our goal to be a transparent organization!

The second big challenge in 2016 was due to 
the exponential growth of the Motion Picture & 
Television industry and its corresponding impact 
on Actsafe training program delivery.  Again, we 
were well prepared to respond! Having completed 
an important update to the Motion Picture Safety 
Awareness Course the year before, having multiple 
staff members trained to deliver the content and the 
new expanded facilities we could increase course 
output by 438%!

The final challenge we faced was the initiative of 

our most important technology project, what is now 
called the STAR System (Safety Training & Records 
System).  This major operational project is designed 
to replace our legacy “Passport” system used for 
training registration and records database.  Our 
ambitious plan for 2016 was to select a new SaaS 
system provider, beta test the system and be ready 
for launch in early 2017.  Unfortunately, it took us 
much longer than expected to evaluate and select 
the right SaaS platform that met all our requirements.  
The good news is that before the end of the year 
a preferred vendor was selected; BIS Training 
Solutions.  Moving forward the focus will shift now to 
the development of the system, beta testing, and 
system launch to ensure that this project which is one 
of three of our top strategic priorities is completed 
before the end of 2017.

The parallels between business planning and 
occupational health and safety planning are not lost 
on me.  Among other things, both include careful 
assessments of the environment, identification 
of risk (and opportunities), communications 
with stakeholders and the ability to adjust to a 
dynamic industry.  The rewards for success are also 
similar: profitability, productivity, sustainability and 
most importantly an engaged workforce that is 
developing and growing in a safe and sustainable 
way that supports the industry they work in.

If I could ask all our stakeholders to take away one 
thing from 2016 it is this: Safety is more than just safety 
and Actsafe is more than just Actsafe.  Both are 
tied inextricably to the success and sustainability of 
the industries we serve on a micro and macro level; 
therefore, a healthy and growing entertainment 
production industry needs a healthy and growing 
Actsafe!

Geoff Teoli

Executive 
Director
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2016 saw Actsafe continue to update their printed 
material and convert it to digital versions to make it 
easier, faster and more convenient for the industry to 
view and use their resources. Everything you see here 
may be viewed online, including;

New and Young Worker Orientation - the industry was 
booming in 2016 and with it saw an increase in workers. 
Supporting these new workers is key to creating a safe 
and healthy workplace for everyone. The new digital 
version of the orientation document is now fillable, easy 
to print and distribute, to help these workers.

Wheel Chock Info Sheet - Actsafe created this new Info 
Sheet in 2016 intending to provide information relating to 
the use of wheel chocks. Its tabloid size means it fits well 
in call sheet packs.

Emergency Contacts - A fillable digital poster was 
created, intended to be printed and placed in an easily 
accessible, visible spot to communicate vital emergency 
contact information quickly.

Recommendations for Managing Fatigue - Actsafe 
would like to thank Six Safety Systems for their help with 
this document. 2016 saw the completion of 90 useful 
tips and tricks to help manage fatigue for those working 
night shifts. 
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TOP 5 MOST VIEWED SAFETY BULLETINS 2016;

Performing Arts
• Performer Flying and Aerial Stunts
• Rigging Systems and Flown Scenery
• Artificially Created Smokes, Fogs, and Lighting Effects
• Hiring Children in Live entertainment
• Flame Resistant Treatment of Scenic Elements

Motion Picture
• Artificially Created Smokes, Fogs, and Lighting Effects
• Unmanned Aerial Systems
• Stunts
• Safety With Firearms
• Camera Cars



TRAINING AND
CERTIFICATION

79

FIREARMS 2015

2016

75

206

FALL 
PROTECTION

OCCUPATIONAL 
FIRST AID LEVEL 1

COUNTERBALANCED 
FORKLIFT

AERIAL 
PLATFORM

283

734

437

319

235

277

334

709

Number of people who 
took Actsafe’s online WHMIS 

course; 

2015: 318 
2016: 929

YEAR OVER YEAR PARTICIPANTS IN ACTSAFE’S TOP 5 COURSES;



YEAR OVER YEAR PARTICIPANTS IN 
ACTSAFE’S MOTION PICTURE 

SAFETY AWARENESS WORKSHOP

2012
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At a time when so many new workers are entering the 
industry, safety is at the forefront of everyone’s mind. This 
initiative will support workers and employers in creating 
safe and healthy workplaces with a world class pool of 
talented and safe crews! 

- Geoff Teoli, Actsafe Safety Association

2013 2014 2015 2016

201 121 170
295

1,588

A Safety Awareness Workshop in action

Number of people who 
took Actsafe’s online WHMIS 

course; 

2015: 318 
2016: 929

In October 2016, IATSE 891 joined 
the Director’s Guild of Canada 
(DGC) and IATSE Local 669 in 
making Actsafe’s Motion Picture 
Safety Awareness Workshop 
a mandatory requirement for 
membership to their union. 
[Teamsters 155 joined January 
2017.]

Year

Number of 
participants

400

800

1200

1600

Student feedback after the Actsafe Motion 
Picture Safety Awareness Workshop, the 
question asked was “how has this workshop 
changed your perception of safety in the 
workplace?”



EVENTS AND 
PROJECTS
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In collaboration with the University 
of British Columbia, Actsafe 
welcomed Master of Science in 
Occupational and Environmental 
Hygiene student Jasmine Kalsi 
on board for a summer project 
to carry out research on ways 
to reduce injuries caused by the 
movement of equipment, material, 
and personnel in our industries. 
Jasmine’s final presentation 
was wonderfully executed, she 
collected valuable data which 
will ultimately help improve the 
productivity of the industry, as well 
as reduce work-related injury cost. 

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL HANDLING INJURY REDUCTION INITIATIVE

After 5 years in Downtown Vancouver, 
Actsafe relocated in June 2016. Now 
centrally located on 4259 Canada Way, 
Burnaby, Actsafe conveniently offers 
better access and parking facilities for 
their driving clients and good transit links. 



GIVING BACK TO
OUR COMMUNITY

ACTSAFE’S 2016 SPONSORSHIP & COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

2016 marked the 11th year of the WorkSafeBC Student Safety Video Competition. The theme 
‘impairment at work affects everyone’ challenged B.C. students to develop a creative, original video 
that explores this topic. Actsafe were pleased to sponsor the Runner-Up awards, which went to:

Southridge School, ‘The Flagger.’ Riley Chang, ‘Impairment At Work.’

$3,525TOTAL 
SPONSORSHIP 2016
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EVENT SUPPORT

Actsafe supported the Dancer Transition 
Resource Centre (DTRC) at their  ‘on the 
MOVE’ career planning and networking 
conference. Along with other arts service 
organizations, Actsafe were there to help 
young dancers make an inspired and 
informed transition into the dance profession. 

Actsafe continued to support the Jessie 
Richardson Theatre Awards by contributing 
as Award Sponsors for the annual award 
ceremony. The Jessie Richardson Theatre 
Award Society is a non-profit charitable 
organization that exists to celebrate and 
promote the outstanding achievements 
of the Vancouver Professional Theatre 
community.

Photo credit: Elvira Yebes 



Industry outreach continued to be an effective 
way of engaging with the performing arts and 
motion picture communities throughout 2016. INDUSTRY 

OUTREACH

2016 was another fabulous year for Performing Arts industry 
outreach. With visits to Vancouver Island and return trips to 
the Okanagan, we are seeing more engagement on safety 
planning and training.  Engagement through other organizations 
conferences and events (Drama teachers Conference in 
Kelowna) has proven to be a huge success and we will be looking 
at more opportunities in 2017

- Don Parman
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Actsafe’s Performing Arts Industry Advisor, Don Parman, visited Vancouver Island in 
September as part of our outreach program. After a successful outreach in the northern 
part of the Island the previous year, Don connected with our members in the south, as well 
as making trips to the interior;

PERFORMING ARTS, VENUES, 
AND EVENTS OUTREACH

Cowichan

Victoria

Brentwood
Chemainus

Sooke

Kelowna

Kamloops

Vancouver
Trail

CranbrookNelson
Nanaimo



Actsafe went on the road for 
Emergency Preparedness Week 
2016. 

In partnership with Vancouver 
Film Studios, North Shore Studios, 
and Bridge Studios, Actsafe held 
an Emergency Preparedness 
Fair May 2nd - 6th to give film 
workers the opportunity to 
brush up on what to do when 
emergencies arise.  Check out 
Actsafe’s posters, where you’ll 
find information on what to do 
in case an emergency should 
occur, and what to do in the 
event of an earthquake or power 
outage.

MOTION PICTURE 
SAFETY AWARENESS WORKSHOP 

-VICTORIA, B.C.
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In addition to Don 
Parman’s outreach, 
Anand Kanna took 
Actsafe’s Motion Picture 
Safety Awareness 
Workshop to Victoria 
for the first time, which 
received a fantastic 
response.

Throughout 2016 Actsafe also supported;
• WorkSafeBC Prevention Field Services Conference
• On The Move Dancer Transition resource Centre (DTRC)
• Day of Mourning

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS WEEK

Can you list the 10 items needed for a basic emergency kit according to GetPrepared.
gc.ca? Answers on the last page. 

Photo credit: Tourism Victoria



HEALTH & SAFETY
OVERVIEW

Actsafe’s AED Rental Program can 
provide workplaces with a potential 
life-saving device for minimal cost.

IN 2016 ACTSAFE RENTED
70 AED UNITS TO 

34 PRODUCTIONS

CURRENT DATA TAKEN FROM THE WORKSAFEBC INDUSTRY SAFETY INFORMATION CENTRE 
SHOWING THE LEADING CAUSES OF INJURIES AND CLAIM COUNT IN THE INDUSTRIES 
OVER A FIVE-YEAR PERIOD;
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In 2016 Actsafe 
distributed 

145 
production 
packages

Motion Picture

Performing Arts, Venues, and Events

Overexertion
Struck By

Fall from Elevation
Fall on Same Level

Struck Against
Involuntary Motion

Other Bodily Motion
Caught In

MVI
Repetitive Motion

Others

473
296
222
213
134
80
66
41
39
24
99

Overexertion
Struck By

Fall from Elevation
Fall on Same Level

Other Bodily Motion
Struck Against

Caught In
Industrial and Other Vehicle 

Accidents
Repetitive Motion

Matter In Eye
Involuntary Motion

Acts of Violence, Force
Other Accidents

Exposure to Toxic Substances 
Others

61
49
35
21
20
15
13
6

6
3
2
2
1
1
9



Actsafe Safety Association provides an industry wide respirator fit testing program for any 
organization involved in the motion picture, television and performing arts industries. In partnership 
with Reliable Hearing, our long time hearing testing provider, Actsafe provide this respirator fit test 
service in combination with hearing tests.
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2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

RESPIRATOR FIT AND HEARING TESTING

523

656

372

853

957

TOTAL NUMBER OF HEARING 
TESTS CARRIED OUT;

i

 Number of respirator 
fit tests;

 2015: 231
2016: 545

Production packages are available for every new 
production here in B.C. Contact us for your free pack here.

In 2016 Actsafe 
distributed 

145 
production 
packages

Actsafe’s Propane Safety Awareness Campaign 
continued throughout 2016. The large size tent placard 
was replaced by a smaller, waterproof, tearproof version 
which was sent out to every new production in B.C. 



STANDING COMMITTEE
Chair
Geoff Teoli

International Alliance of Theatrical 
Stage Employees – Local 891
Mitch Davies

Association of Canadian Film
Craftspeople
Daryl Litke

Union of British Columbia Performers 
/ ACTRA
Lori Stewart

Directors Guild of Canada – British 
Columbia
Rob Larson

Alliance of Motion Picture and 
Television Producers
Tracey Wood

Teamsters – Local 155
Lorrie Ward
Shawn Henter

International Alliance of Theatrical 
Stage Employees – Local 669
Louise Baker-Griffiths

Canadian Media Production 
Association – BC’ Producers’ Branch
Gigi Boyd

MOTION PICTURE

Alameda Entertainment B.C. 
(Disney)
Mark Elliott

Contract Services Administration 
Trust Fund
Matthew Antonucci

NBC/Universal
Paul Jordan

Paramount Pictures Corporation
Jonas Matz

Sony Pictures
John Clements

Twentieth Century Fox Canada
Frank Litchauer

Warner Bros.
Lowell Moore

IATSE International
Julia Neville (Advisor)
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Chair
Geoff Teoli

Canadian Institute of Theatre 
Technology

Matt Frankish

Vancouver Civic Theatres
Miles Muir

Dancer Transition Resource Centre
Zaena Campbell

Vancouver Musicians Association – 
Local 145

Gene Ramsbottom

Professional Association of 
Canadian Theatres

Carey Dodge

Riggit Services Inc.
Matt Lees

Canadian Alliance of Dance Artists
(CADA-BC)

Jessica Wadsworth

International Alliance of Theatrical 
Stage Employees –  Local 168

Laurie Edmundson

Alliance for Arts and Culture

International Alliance of Theatrical 
Stage Employees – Local 118

Greater Vancouver Professional 
Theatre Alliance

Canadian Actors Equity Association

IATSE International
Julia Neville (Advisor)

STANDING COMMITTEE
PERFORMING ARTS
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BOARD
Jeff Christian
Chair

Nancy Harwood
Vice Chair

Cheryl Nex 
Treasurer

Miles Muir 

Laurie Edmundson 

Dusty Kelly

Tracey Wood

STAFF
Geoff Teoli

Executive Director

Maureen Kaake
Operations Manager

Don Parman
Performing Arts Industry Advisor

Anand Kanna
Manager, Communications and 

Industry Advisor, Motion Picture

Ella Pritchard
Communications Coordinator

Pat Stewart
Accountant

Nicki Robertson
Administrative Coordinator

Carolyn Fisher
Receptionist/Administrative Assistant
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